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INTRODUCTION

Media is a cultural driver.  It is well known that the power of repetition plays a huge role in cultural

norms and worldviews.  Therefore, WIN TV's role is critical to taking a stand and holding up a banner for

encouraging entertainment, family-friendly, faith-based and truthful information to the general public.

WIN TV will be a media destination for what is good and wholesome in the world of media.  In order to

promote content under the WIN TV banner as friendly for family viewing, we have set up specific

standards and guidelines.

When a viewer turns on WIN TV, they will be confident that what they see and hear will be in the context

of a wholesome, healthy, biblical worldview.  We expect Channel Owners to place content that is safe

from messages that promote evil as good.

ACCEPTABLE CONTENT

WIN TV  knows that in order to tell certain stories, there may be a certain amount of content that

contains innuendo and hints of indecency; therefore WIN TV has guidelines that Channel Owners are

required to adhere to in order to allow a program to be shown on WIN TV.

As an example:  A peeping tom is watching a couple in their own bedroom.  Any intimate act or violence

that person is likely to see must be off-camera.

● No nudity

● No sex acts on camera or the accompanying sound effects

● No gratuitous or graphic violence; notwithstanding war content

● No foul language for the sake of foul language

● No Satan related or satanic practices

● No content that glorifies ungodly life principals

It is known that we are all sinners and are not perfect, but we will not allow content on WIN TV to show

sin in a good light and as the standard way to live. The destructive power of sin on culture leads to

degradation of society.  On WIN TV, we want to bring light to those subjects and highlight the path to

redemption.

Content that includes, for entertainment purposes, sexual, spousal, physical and child abuse, including

human trafficking will not have a home on WIN TV. Documentaries, news, and shows exposing these

tragic atrocities will be reviewed and approved on a case-by-case basis; so as not to glorify these

behaviors or condone ungodly lifestyles. Content that includes ungodly practices of any type will be

subject to review;  this includes homosexuality, transgender lifestyles, cult practices, adultery,

fornication, polygamy, theft, murder, etc.  Some of this content may be allowed on a limited basis if it



brings light to how spreading evil is detrimental to society and grooms our children for willing

participation in unsafe and unhealthy lifestyles in the future.

It is understood that some reality shows and even entertainment shows may have language that is less

than desirable, but it is important that every word moves the story forward and is not there for shock

value.  Language that speaks of sexual acts will not be tolerated, nor will taking the Lord’s name in vain.

ADVERTISING

Every content producer will have the opportunity to negotiate advertising contracts with their Channel

Owner.  There is 60 seconds available every 30 minutes allocated for advertisement.  The following

advertising tools are acceptable during programs; bugs, picture in picture, split screens and QR codes for

up to 10 seconds for sponsors and advertisers.

VIEWER ADVISEMENTS

Shows that deal with sensitive issues will have warnings before them with an explanation of why the

content might be sensitive to some viewers. Viewer discretion for children, viewer discretion for teens,

viewer discretion for young adults and just viewer discretion with an explanation of what the content

might hold that could potentially be offensive.

WIN TV expects content producers to work hard at communicating reality without being overt. As an

example: Two young people get involved and have a baby out while single, the viewer does not need to

see the sex act, it can be implied.  The pregnancy is not brought to light as a wonderful situation but a

hard one to deal with because of sex out of marriage. A viewer warning about this show would be

appropriate for teens.

Channel Owners will be responsible for the content they decide to air; though WIN TV reserves the right

to review any program and accept or reject it according to these guidelines.  The Channel Owner is

responsible for correctly labeling each viewer advisement.

CONSEQUENCES

The integrity of WIN TV is important to both the organization and the viewing audience.  We will be

working with many churches and they will be promoting WIN TV to their congregations.  If a Channel

Owner ignores these guidelines, broadcasts content that is inappropriate for certain audiences without

viewer advisements or has been given repeated compliance warnings, the Channel Owner will relinquish

its right to be on WIN TV.  If a Channel Owner is cancelled for cause, there are no refunds.


